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Front-page News

Some events of the day

Footage: "The free spirit of wood"

Enrico Costanzo, the director of the film broadcasted
tonight in Canazei, boasts important collaboration with
Dan Freeman, Folco Quillici, Geo&Geo, Mountain
Wilderness and WWF Italia. His works won also
international awards.

Rocks, water, native vegetation and wild animals
turn the wood into a complete liveliness world in
every season. Actually, few people know it
properly. A real expert of officinal herbs and
fossils is Ferruccio Ferò Valentini, author of
extraordinary issues and protagonist of the
documentary "Lo spirito libero del bosco" (The
free spirit of the wood) - belonging to the festival
"ParoleVistaDolomiti" - broadcasted tonight at
9.00 p.m. in Piaz Marconi in Canazei. The movie
proposes a journey throughout the entrancing
nature of the Dolomites, and includes as voiceover the well-known actors from Trentino Andrea
Castelli and Maria De Roit. Enrico Costanzo,
who has been directing naturalistic
documentaries all around the world for over 20
years, directs the film.

Is there life in the universe?
Vigo di Fassa
5.00 pm – Playground. The interesting astronomy
workshop called "Il paese delle stelle" (The village of
the stars) proposes a conference on aliens. Alessio
Zanol, the expert of Atlantis of Trento, will analyse in
a funny and curious way, the possibility of life forms
in the universe.

Bare foot on the grass
Soraga
2.30 – 6 pm – Piaza Cioch. Unusual excursion
through the vegetation surrounding the village, to
experience the bare foot sensation.

The adventures of King Laurin
Moena
9.00 pm – Piaz de Sotegrava. The King of the Pale
Mountains is the protagonist of the stage show for
children and adults, performed by the EstroTeatro

Easy walks

Passepartout

From Moena to Medil, Prà
Compert and Penia

The "Crepes Trasfiguredes" by
Pedone

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

Reached the southern part of the football field C.
Benatti of Moena, take the dirt road that leads to
Medil. Ascend crossing the grassy area Val,
going out from the wood into Medil hamlet. Pass
the centre and nearby the Church continue to
ascend along a cobbled road (no.517). Continue
to Col de Moena. At the crossroads, take the
easy path rightwards. Pass a ramp getting
outwards onto the clearing Prà Compert. Border
on the wood, and when you reach a stone with
white and red sign, walk to the opposite side of
the clearing. From here, descend a slope
equipped with steps. Shortly the descent
becomes easier and reaches the ancient hamlet
of Penia. To go back to Moena, cross woods
and meadows, leave the forest road,reach the
hamlet of Sorte, and finally Moena.

Striking and original images, created with the
classical analogical technique, are on exhibit for
"Crepes trasfeguredes. Dolomiti, leggende e
trasfigurazione" (Dolomites’ legends and
transfiguration) a show to be inaugurated today
at 5.00 pm in the Heilmann Hall at the Ladin
Museum in Vigo. The set-up consists of a
selected range of photographs from where the
essence of local legends transpires. Marcella
Pedone was defined by critics not only a
talented professional photographer, but also a
documentarist in the forefront. Some impressive
shots were also selected to make the calendar
2013 of the Ladin Cultural Institute of Val di
Fassa "Majogn di Fascegn". You can visit the
exhibition until 20th August every day from 10
am to 12.30 pm and from 3 to 7 pm.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
Would you like to know the weather forecast and you are in the area of Mazzin? Then just go to Piaz
de S. Maria Madalena, where you will find - near the fountain - a real weather station with
thermometer, barometer and hygrometer in order to be informed with certainty on temperatures,
humidity and atmospheric pressure: these are 3 parameters that reveal us whether the sun shines or
the rain falls. Four Ladin inscriptions - that are four reliable proverbs related to the climate
conditions - decorate the base of the station.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

05/07/2013 (8.30 am)
Around the mountain dairies: life in an
Alpine Hut (hike against payment).
Soraga

05/07/2013 (9.00 am)
At the waterfall of Soracrepa. Booking
at "Sport Check Point" (hike against
payment).
Canazei
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